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Given data, a,, y,$ j = 1, . . . . n, with u, an input sequence to a system while output 
is y,, an approximation to the structure of the system generating yj is to be 
obtained by regressing yj on u, _ ;, yj- i i = 1, . . . . p.. where pn increases with n. In this 
paper the rate of convergence of the coefficient matrices to their asymptotic values 
is discussed. The context is kept general so that, in particular, u, is allowed to 
depend on yi, i < j, and no assumption of stationarity for the yj or uj sequences is 
made. 0 19% Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A main concern of statisticians working in time series analysis and of 
some mathematicians in the fields of systems and control has been the 
study of methods for fitting linear systems to data. The simplest case is that 
of a regression 
yj = B’u, + wj, j = 1, 2, . ..) (1.1) 
where we have used ‘3” for transposition. Here initially we might take the 
U, as a sure sequence. The “output” sequence, yi is m-dimensional, as is 
w,, and uj is I-dimensional. If wj is measurable 3 and 
E(Wjl~-,}=O, SUpEllWjII*<cO (1.2) 
J 
then Lai, Robbins, and Wei [ 111 showed that least squares (LS) estimate, 
B,= v,’ i uiy:, v, = f uiu; 
i= 1 i=l 
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converges as. to B if the smallest eigenvalue of I’,,, Amin( diverges to 
infinity. 
In many applications one would wish u, to be taken as a stochastic 
sequence and measurable 3-i, as would be the case for design vector 
chosen on the basis of the data to time j- 1. Lai and Wei [lo] showed 
that if the second part of (1.2) is replaced by 
supE[/IwjI/“IT-,]<oo, a.s. c(>2 
J 
and ~min(n)--~ co, log &,,,(n)=o(&(n)), a.s., then again B,---+ B, 
as. This type of result enables, in particular, an ARX model to be 
considered, namely, one of the form 
Y,= i Apiyj-i+ i Bpiuj-i+Wj* (1.3) 
i=l i=l 
In (1.1) uj will now be composed of they,-,, ujei, i= 1 . ..p. from (1.3), 
but since ( 1.1) will not be referred to again, this should cause no confusion. 
It is, however, hardly realistic to assume that (1.3) is the true process 
generating the data and it seems preferable, as in Hannan [6] to regard 
(1.3) as no more than a model on which an approximation procedure for 
the true structure is to be based. Then p, also, will be depend on the data 
size n and we write pn for that. Thus it is necessary to investigate the nature 
of that approximation procedure. To begin with, we assume that 
J’,= f (Aiyj-i+BiUj-i)+Wj, j>O, 
i= 1 
yj = wj  = 0, ui = 0, j-co. 
(1.4) 
It is also required that 
iz, (IIAill + lIBAl)<~, (1.5) 
where the norm for a real matrix X is defined as the maximum singular 
value of X, i.e., l/Xll = { 1,,,(JY)} ‘12, and the maximum (minimum) eigen- 
value of a square matrix X is denoted by &,,,,(x) (n,,(x)). 
In this paper the rate of convergence of the LS estimates of Api, Bpi in 
(1.3), from yj, uj, j= 1, . . . . n, to the Ai, Bi in (1.4) is discussed, when p =pn 
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increases with n. This LS approximation procedure we shall speak of as 
ARX( co) approximation. 
Before going on to that discussion, some further developments that relate 
to this will be mentioned. One problem with the procedure is the large 
number of parameters that may be estimated, especially, if rn is large, 
namely p,(m2 + ml), apart from any residual variance parameters. One way 
to overcome this problem is through further approximation procedures 
applied to a state space representation of a relation between yj and uj. The 
procedure of balanced truncation or optimal Hankel norm approximation, 
discussed, for example, in Glover [3], could be applied to such a state 
space representation based on the LS estimation procedure to be studied 
here. This procedure would provide an ARMAX approximation to the true 
structure, that might be specified by many fewer parameters than that of 
ARX( 00 ) approximation. 
One alternative procedure is to lit an ARMAX model directly to the 
data, allowing the order of the model (say the McMillan degree) to 
increase with n. One might, indeed, at least for the stationary case consider 
a criterion of the form of Rissanen [ 17, 181, 
log det(C,) + dim(B) log n/n. (1.6) 
Here CB is the covariance matrix of the innovation sequence, wj, for a 
model specified by 19 and dim(e) is the number of parameters in 8. The 
criterion (1.6) might now be optimized, say by a Gauss-Newton procedure, 
over the class of models to be considered (see [7, Section 6.51, for 
example). Initial estimates of the wj will be needed for such a procedure 
and these may be obtained from the LS procedure of this paper. However, 
it would, in such a context, be necessary to determine P,, from the data. 
That problem is not discussed here, but for its discussion the results of this 
paper are necessary preliminaries. Indeed, in a companion paper [S], we 
have applied the results here to the estimation problems of feedback 
control systems described by ARMAX models. It appears that the standard 
strictly positive real conditions used in engineering literature (e.g., [13, 19, 
1, 161) can be removed. This is, of course, only one possible application. 
Let z be the backwards-shift operator, and introduce 
A[z]= - z AiZi (A0 = -0, B(z)= f B,Z’ (1.7) 
i=O i=l 
and denote the “transfer function” matrix associated with (1.4) as 
G(z) = C&), B(z)]. (1.8) 
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We will need the following two norms for measuring the accuracy of 
transfer function approximations: 
llF(z)ll m = ess sup {dmax[F(e”) F*(e”)]}“*, 
(BE co, 2771) 
(1.10) 
where the first is the H,-norm of any measurable complex matrix F(z) 
defined in IzI < 1, analytic in IzI < 1 and such that (1.9) is finite. The second 
is the HOO-norm of any complex matrix F(z) which is analytic in IzI < 1 and 
bounded almost everywhere on the unit circle. 
Throughout the paper, we assume that the system noise {w,, F”} is a 
martingale difference sequence, with respect to a sequence {F”} of non- 
decreasing o-algebras, and that the input U, is a Fn-measurable vector for 
any n > 0, i.e., 
~[w,+,I%l=0~ U,EFn,rl>O. (1.11) 
Clearly, system (1.4) under (1.5) and (1.11) is nonstationary in general 
because: (i) there are no restrictions on the location of the zeros of det 
A(z); specifically, these zeros do not necessarily lie outside the closed unit 
circle and (ii) the system input sequence {u,} may be nonstationary. 
Some results related to the estimation of scalar transfer functions were 
reported in Ljung [14], where it is required that the system (1.4) be stable 
in structure (or open-loop stable) and that all signals in (1.4) be stationary. 
For the more realistic nonstationary cases, however, to the best of our 
knowledge, there are hitherto no precise results available in the literature. 
This is perhaps due to the fact that the existing results on nonstationary 
ARX( p), p < co, model cannot be immediately generalized to the present 
ARX(co) case. Specifically, the standard martingale limit theorems and the 
stochastic Lyapunov functions which are so effective in the analysis of least 
squares algorithms for ARX(p) model (see, e.g., [ 12, 15, 19, 10, 11) cannot 
be directly used in the present ARX( co) case. Instead, some limit theory on 
double array martingales and double array stochastic Lyapunov functions 
need to be established first in this case. Besides, we shall see in this paper 
that there are also considerable differences between finite lag regressors and 
increasing lag regressors in the convergence analysis. 
In this paper, by considering the limit behaviors of double array 
martingales, we establish some general theorems on the approximation of 
nonstationary ARX( co) models. In particular, the convergence rates of 
estimates for the unknown transfer matrix G(z) defined by (1.8) are charac- 
terized in terms of H”- as well as H,-norms. The paper is organized as 
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follows: In Section 2 we present the approximation/estimation algorithms, 
main theorems, and related observations; Section 3 focuses on establishing 
the asymptotic properties of some double array martingales; the main 
theorems are proved in Section 4; and Section 5 concludes the paper with 
some remarks. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We first present the approximation algorithm. 
Let {p,} be any non-decreasing sequence of positive integers, p,, <n, 
Vn > 0. Set 
and 
O(n) = [A, . . . APn, B, . . . B,J 
4itn)= CYT3 *7Y;--pn+l, uT~ -9 u~-p,+~lT~ l<i<n, 
The least-squares estimate e(n) for 19(n) at time n is given by 
n-l --In-l 
hn) = 
[ 
1 4itn) 4Ttn) + Yz 
i=O 1 igo dAnI Y T +  1 
with real number y > 0 arbitrarily chosen. 
Let us now write 0(n) in its component form 
&4 = [Al(n), a..> AJn), B,(n), . . . . &(W 
and set 
Alcz 
Then the estimate 
)=I- f A,(n)z’, B,(z) = f B,(n) z’, 
i=l i= 1 
G,(z) for G(z) at time n can now be formed as 
Glcz, = c&z,, ml. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3 1 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
The convergence (and divergence) rates of G,(z) are summarized in the 
following theorems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Consider the system ( 1.4), ( 1.5), ( 1.11) and the estimation 
algorithm (2.2~(2.6). Suppose further that the random noise { wn} satisfies 
~uPmIw”+A141~l < a, liminflnfl I~w~/~#O, a.s. (2.7) 
” n--- ao n i=. 
22 
and 
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IIw,I/ = O(cp(n)), a.s. (2.8) 
with (q(n)} being a positive non-decreasing deterministic sequence. Then as 
n---t co, 
ll~,(~)--G(~)ll~=O ~{~.logr,+(~(n)logn)‘+’ 
( mm(n) 
+ bnr, + (p, log rn)(1’2)+E q’(n) log n} , 
holds for any E > 0, where r,,, 6,, and A,,,(n) are defined by 
n-l 
r, b 1 + C (llYil12+ lIUill*)9 
i=O 
( 
n-1 
Lin(n)~Lin C dj(n) d:(n) + YZ . 
t=O > 
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4. 
a.s. (2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Remark 2.1. If in (2.9) the W”-norm is replaced by the H,-norm, a 
better convergence rate can be obtained, namely, the term p,//l,i,(n) in 
(2.9) can be replaced by l/&,,,(n). This can be easily seen from the proof 
of Theorem 2.1. Similar observations hold also for the following Theorem 
2.2. 
Remark 2.2. Note that in order to keep the generality of Theorem 2.1, 
we have tried to impose as few restrictions as possible. Of course, with 
some further conditions, “simple” formula may be deduced immediately 
from Theorem 2.1. For example, if in (1.1) the random disturbance {w, i 
is a Gaussian white noise (i.i.d.) sequence and 
llAill + llBill = o(ni), O-CA< 1, VigO, (2.13) 
n-l 
;To (I/ yil12 + llUill*) = O(nb), a.s., for some b > 1. (2.14) 
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Then by taking p,, = log%, a > 1, and noting j/w, 1) = U( {log n} ‘j2}, we see 
from Theorem 2.1 that 
a% (2.15) 
holds for any c > max{ 1 + 2~7, (3~ + 5)/2}. 
Let us now consider the natural extension of the standard notion 
of “persistence of excitation (PE)” in the engineering literature (e.g., 
[ 15, 16, 19, 11). It means that for &i,(n) defined by (2.12), 
lim inf A,i,(n)/n # 0, 
n--- 02 
as. (2.16) 
Hence under the “PE” condition, the convergence rate in (2.15) can be 
explicitly expressed as O(log’n/n). The next theorem shows that this rate 
can be further improved if the growth rate of the observation data {y,, ui> 
is not “too fast.” 
THEOREM 2.2. Consider the system (1.4), (1.5), ( 1.11) and the estimation 
algorithm (2.2)-(2.6). Suppose further that for some 6 > 0, 
SuPm~nl121~-,l-~ ~~~~~II~,l14~~~g+II~,I/~2+6}~ 00, (2.17) 
n n 
and that for some b > 1, 
E(Cll~,ll + ll~,II1”Clog’(lly,II + llu,ll)12’6}=~(n2’b-1~), (2.18) 
and 
n-1 
& (IlYil12+ lI~il12)=~(nb)~ a.& (2.19) 
Then as n --+ co, 
II&(4 - W)ll’, 
0 
( 
* { Pn log log Cnb/Li,(n)l + 6,n*}) if pn = O(log”n), a > 0 
mm 
= I 0 ( f$q {Pn~%nCnb/Li,(n)l +d,n”)) ifp,= O(n), Ill,” 
(2.20) 
where 6, and A,,,(n) are defined by (2.11) and (2.12), respectively. 
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The proof is given in Section 4. 
Thus, for example, if (2.18) and (2.19) hold with b= 1, then under the 
“PE” condition (2.16) and the conditions in Remark 2.2, we have 
~~6n(z)-G(z)(~~=O([pn]‘~jpgn}), as. (2.21) 
We remark that when (1.1) reduces to an ARX(p), p c co, model, we 
may take the regression lag pn as p. In this case, (2.21) reads 
\~~n(z)-G(z)l,=O(-f~~“2), a.s. (2.22) 
From both Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, it is seen that the growth rate of 
n,,,(n) plays a crucial role in the convergence of the approximation algo- 
rithm. It is clear that n,,,(n) depends essentially on the two input signals 
(IQ, wi}, even though it is defined via the observation data ( yi, ui}. Let us 
now study how the growth rate of J.,,,(n) depends explicitly on theses two 
input signals. 
Set 
4%)= Cu:, . . . . u:-~~,+~, w;, . . . . w;-~~,+~I~, lGi<n, (2.23) 
and denote 
i 
0-l 
Xc,(n) 4 lmin C 4%) 4%) . 
i=O 1 
(2.24) 
In Section 4 we shall prove the following result. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that in system (1.4~(1.5), (1.7), the number of 
zeros of det A(z) on the unit circle IzI = 1 is finite (with the largest multi- 
plicities of these zeros denoted by d) and that 
f k(“2)+d( llA,J + I&(l) < co. 
k=l 
(2.25) 
Then as n ---P 00, 
&h(n) 2 CO-ED n”,,,(n) + O(Sj) rjl), a.s., (2.26) 
where c,>O is a constant, l.,,,,(n) and l”,,,(n) are respectively defined by 
(2.12) and (2.24), and 
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n-l 
f-R= 1 (IlUill*+ IIwil12)~ 
i=o 
(2.27) 
SE=Pn i=Lp~m,pI (llAill + IBill)}* (m = dim. of the output). (2.28) 
Hence, for example, if either rz = O(n) and lim inf, ___ o. Iii,(n)/n # 0; or 
rt = O(nb), b > 1, pn = log”n, a > 1, and (2.13) holds, then 
nmin(n) 2 C1(Pn)-2dA0,i”(n)? a.s. for all n and some c1 > 0. (2.29) 
(Note that if there is no zeros of det A(z) on the unit circle then d=O.) 
As is seen from the above, the growth rate of n,,,(n) can be estimated 
by that of ALi,( which in turn is completely determined by the two 
exogenous signals { ui, w,}, especially the choice of the input sequence { ui}. 
We now give some examples to illustrate the growth rate of Ii,(n). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Suppose that in addition to (1.11) and (2.17), the input 
sequence { ui} and the noise sequence { wi} are independent and that 
lim inf ~min { E[ W,Wi ) gn _ I ] > > 0, 
n---cc 
a.s., pn = O(n ’ - (b’2)/log n), (2.30) 
n-1 
E{ Ilu,l14(log+ IIun,,)*+6) = O(G-I)), i:. lluill* = o(nb), a.s., (2.31) 
where b E [ 1,2) is a constant. Then there exists a > 0 such that as 
n---r co, 
J:,,(n) 2 c1 min{n, I;,(n)} + O(p,{nb log n}“*), (2.32) 
where 
In particular, if u, takes the form 
u, = l.4; + V”, 
(2.33) 
(2.34) 
(2.35) 
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where (UP} and {vij are two independent sequences satisfying 
E[u,,]~~. ,] =O, and 
O<liminf~,,,{E[v,v~~~~~,])~limsupE[IIu,I121~~~,]<~, a.s.G.36) 
n---r cc n--4 5c, 
E(Jlujlll + Il~,II)~(log+(/l~~/l + ~~u,~/)}~+~=O(~~(~-‘)), as. 6>0. (2.37) 
n-l 
izo lI4ll’ = W”h a.s. (2.38) 
Then 
lim inf iL,(n)/n # 0, 
n------r’22 
as. (2.39) 
The proof of this example is also given in Section 4. We remark that 
any bounded deterministic sequence {UP} in (2.35) satisfies the required 
conditions. 
Let us now consider another example where the two exogenous sequen- 
ces { ui} and { wi} may be correlated. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Suppose that vi 4 [u: wf]’ is a stationary sequence with 
spectral density matrix uniformly positive definite and with autocovarian- 
ces satisfying 
max 
II 
‘nf’ {ri-k~:~I-E[rli~k4:-rl} =O([p,]-‘), a.s. (2.40) 
(OGr,k<ah) n i=o il 
Then with AL,,(n) defined by (2.24), 
lim inf A”,,,(n)/n # 0, 
n---r* 
as. 
Proof: Let us denote 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
G 4P” (O~k,,<2p,) ;‘E’ {9j-*4:-,-EClll~x~:~,I}II =0(l), max II 1=0 
as n---co. 
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But, by the standard relation between the autocovariance matrix and the 
spectral density function, it is easy to see that 
Consequently, by noting that there is an orthogonal matrix T, such that 
#l(n) = T,qSy(n), we get 
lim inf &,(n)/n = lim inf A,,, 
n---+m n----a3 (; y W(4 m:w) 1=0 
= lim inf Amin (E[4{(n) #S(n)] } > 0, 
n---cc a.s. 1 
We conclude this section by pointing out that some results which hold 
in ARX(p), p < co, case, may not hold in ARX(co) case. For instance, it 
can be shown that (see [2, Theorem 31, for related proofs) if u, takes the 
form 24, = U: + u,, with {o,} and (w,,> independent and satisfying condi- 
tions in Example 2.1, but with U: being any measurable vectors such that 
n-1 
u~Eo{wi, uj-1, iel} and c IIupll’= O(n), a.s.; (2.43) 
i=O 
then for &,(n) defined by (2.24) with p,, =p < co, V’n, the assertion (2.39) 
holds. 
In the ARX(oo) case, however, this conclusion does not hold, in general. 
In other words, the requirement for {u:} in Example 2.1 cannot be 
simply replaced by (2.43). This can be illustrated as follows. Take 
USj=V,-lr Vn > 1, pn ---‘co, p, = O(log”n), aa 1, and assume that 
{vm - co < n < co } is a scalar i.i.d. sequence with zero mean and suitably 
high moment. Then, U, = v, _ 1 + u,, , and by Lemma 3.5 in Section 3, we 
have under (2.34), 
= O(p,{log log n/n} ‘j2) 
=.0(l), asn--+co. 
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On the other hand, by a result in Grenander and Szego [4, pp. 1471 we 
know that 
n,,,{E[&(n) (@(n,} -----+ (Ic c’ff, n3) I1 + ei”12 = 0. 
n---m 
Consequently, by (2.24) and (2.33), 
lim inf Q&)/n < lim inf Ik,(n)/n 
n---cc n---cc 
<lim inf A,i”{E[-A(n) d:(n)} 
n----Pm 
= 0, as. 
So (2.39) fails. 
3. LIMIT BEHAVIORS OF DOUBLE ARRAY MARTINGALES 
In this section, we study the limit behaviors of some double array 
martingales. These results not only form an indispensable part of the proof 
of our main results, but also are interesting of themselves. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that { w,, Sn} is an m-dimensional martingale 
difference sequence satisfying 
~uPmIwj+,11*1~1-~ IlwAl = o(cp(n)), a.s., q(n) < cp(n + l), Vn, 
j 
(3.1) 
and that for any I< i < n and n > 1, fi,, is e-measurable p x m-dimensional 
random matrix satisfying 
a-s., Vn (3.2) 
where cp(n) and A positive and deterministic numbers. Then, as n ---+co, 
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Proof: Clearly, we need only to consider the one-dimensional case, and 
without loss of generality we may assume llfin/ < 1. For any E > 0, let us set 
wj= wiz[lWj, 9Erp(j)]P Gj=Wj-E[WJ(cS-/I, (3.4) 
then we have 
Note that by (3.1), 
G"(Ptn+ l)) f zClwj+lI>E(P(j+l)]="(cp(n+ 1)), a.s., (3.6) 
j=l 
and by (3.1), (3.2), and the Schwarz inequality, 
=l~~~nA C IE{wj+*zClwj+Il>E(P(j+l), lq>l’ . . j=l 
~~~~PEClI~~+~l121~l ,Ty:‘,“, i P{lwj+1l>E~(J’+l)l~} 
i - J=l 
=O g P{lwi+Il>~~(j+l)~~} =0(l), a.s., 
( 
(3.7) 
j=l ) 
where the last inequality holds because by (3.1) and the conditional 
Borel-Cantelli lemma [20, p. 551, 
p f pClwj+,l~>w(~+ 1) I$]= 
i 
00 =P(/Wj+,)>E~(j+l),i.o.)=O. 
j=l 1 
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Hence, for (3.3) we need only to consider the last term on the RHS of 
(3.5). Let us set 
Si(n)= i f, @j+lT sJ(n ) = 0, 1 <idn, 
j= I 
c-,=2&&2+ l), in= (CJ’. 
Ti(n) = eXp(l,Si(n)} exp -(A,(2) 1+ i 2 i %I ji, (&I’ 41twj+ I)* !?I} 3 
To(n) = 1, l<i<n. 
then by (3.4) and Lemma 54.1 in Stout [20], we know that for any fixed 
n ( Ifi( 0 < i < n> is a nonnegative supermartingale. Consequently, by 
Corollary 5.4.1 in Stout [20] we have 
P{oI$l;2n S,(n) > 2C, log n} = P{ol$lp:n exPC&,Sitn)l >exP[2c,& log nl > 
. . . . 
<P max T,(n)>exp 2 log n- (A$) 1+ 
[ O<i<n i 
[ +j  4d2}] 
d exp 
So by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
lim sup max S,(n)/cp(n + 1) log n < 4e, 
n---m l<i<n 
as. 
Similar results also hold with {Si(n)> replaced by { - Si(n)}. Hence from 
here and (3.5)-(3.7), 
lim sup ma& ,c f, , + 1 cp(n + 1) log n < 46 
n---m . . I,:, w  Ii 
and therefore the desired result (3.3) follows by the arbitrariness of E. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let {fin} and {wi} be two random sequences satisfying 
conditions in Lemma 3.1 except (3.2). Zf {a,, 0 < i < n, n 2 1 } is a positive 
random sequence such that 
a, E @, a(i-l)nG%r Vl<i<n,Vn31, 
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and 
where A is a deterministic constant. Then as n ---co, 
Proof: Set 
By Lemma 3.1, we have 
max ljxin 11 = o(cp(n + 1) log n), as. 
I<i<n 
Consequently, 
6 IIannx,,II +l<~~;eI llXinII i Eain-aci-*,nl . . i=2 
= O(ann ,y:n II-GII I= 4a,,cp(n + 1) 1% NT a.s. 
. . 
This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that {w,, gn} is an m-dimensional martingale 
difference sequence satisfying 
suP~CIlwj+,l12 Lql<~ and II w, II = O(cp(n)), U.S., 
where { cp(n) > is a nondecreasing positive deterministic sequence, and that fin 
is any &measurable p x m random matrix for 1 d i < n, n 2 1. Then, for any 
6X313211-3 
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6 E (f, 1 ), there exists a function a(6) > 0 such that a(8 
that as n --hoc), 
)J2asd--+ 1,and 
og n )0(d)), a.s. (3.8 1 
Proof. For any 6 E (i, l), let us denote 
(1/2l+b(6) 
, aon= 1, 1 <i<n, 
where 
b(@ p m- 1N1 -@>. 
1+(26-l)’ . 
It is easy to verify that 
sup i - 
ll.LII 2 
( 1 
1 
?I31 i=l ain 
Q2b(6)< a, a.s. 
Hence by Lemma 3.2 and the following inequality, 
I-VI <; Ixl’+~ lYIYI ‘+L 1, 
P 4 
P ’ 0, 4 > 0, 
we know that 
= o(a,,{q(n + 1) log n}‘-“) 
=O({ann)l+(ZS-l* )+o({cp(n+ 1)logn)~2~“‘C’+‘26~*‘2]/(26- l)*). 
Consequently, by setting 
a(J) = (2 - SIC1 + (26 - 1 )“I 
(26-1)2 ’ 
we see that lim,-- _, a(6) = 2, and that (3.8) holds. m 
We remark that in contrast to the estimation developed for standard 
martingale case [lo], here in Lemma 3.3, the second term on the RHS of 
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(3.8), i.e., ~({cp(n+ 1) log,}Oca)), cannot be removed in general. A simple 
example for this is 
&={i j:j;; 
3 
together with (w,,} being any unbounded random sequence satisfying 
conditions in Lemma 3.3. 
We may now prove the following result. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let { w,, F”} satisfy conditions in Theorem 2.1, and fi,,, 
16 i < n, be any p,-dimensional and S$measurable random vector sequence. 
Then for any E > 0, as n --+ co, 
,$lf~ t”m-‘fin Ilwi+ Ill* 
= O(P, log+L,,(~nn)) + o(h 1ogCe + L,,W,,)l~~1’2)+c 
x [log’ +%I cp*(n + 1 )), a.s. (3.9) 
where M, is defined as 
MO, = YA (Y > O), 1 <i<n. (3.10) 
j=l 
Proof: Let 1x1 denote the determinant of a square matrix X. Then 
following Lai and Wei [lo, Lemma 23, we know from (3.10) that for any 
lQi<n, 
I”~i~l)nl=IMi~-~~~~I=IMinl Iz~~Mi~~~‘~~~lI=IMi~IC1~f~,(~i~~~lfi~l~ 
Then, we have 
iflf:iM,)-%= f IMin’-IM(i-l)A ~S’M..‘dx~log+(lM,I)-logy, 
i=l IMinI lwlnl x 
(3.11) 
i$I {f~(“i~)-‘S,,llog”2+E(IMi~I + e)j2 
f 
IMfUlI dx 1 
< 
l~onl x 1% 1+2”(x+e)d2alog2’(e+y)’ 
Consequently, by (3.11) and Lemma 3.2 we get 
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i= 1 
i= 1 
=O(log+IM,,~)+o({log(lM,,~ +e)}‘1’2’+E[log1+En] (p*(n+ 1)). 
Finally, the desired result (3.9) follows by noting that the number of 
distinct eigenvalues of M,, is not great than p,,. 1 
We now consider another type of double array martingales. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that (w,, %Hj is a vector martingale difference 
sequence satisfying 
~uPm%+,l121m <a, ~~mll~,llV0g+ bkii)*+~) < ~0, (3.12) 
n n 
and that {x,, %fl} is any adapted random vector sequence satisfying 
i llXill* = Wnb), E~lx,~~4(log+(l~x,~~)}2+6=O(n2’b-’)), (3.13) 
i=l 
where 6 > 0, b 2 1 are some constants. Then as n ----CO, 
Proof: The conditions and conclusions of this lemma are slightly 
different from those in Huang [9, Lemma 11. However, similar proof 
techniques can be applied. Hence we just give a sketch proof here. 
Note that we need only to consider the one-dimensional case. Set 
c, = (n/log log n)“* 
W,(j)=~j:i,~j-E[~j?,,~jlI~,], S,(i) = 1 WM. 
;= 1 
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Then, by (3.12) and (3.13) it can be shown that 
n 
1 G~~~gn,a C Ixj-rwj-twJ- w,(j)l/nb”(lOg log n)1’2--------t 0, as. 
J=1 n---‘cc 
and by Corollary 5.4.1 in Stout [20], we can prove that 
lim sup max max 
k--+m l<r<(log2”)~1<i<2’L 
H2k(i, t)/(2k” log log 2k)1/2 < c/3, a.s., 
where 
zz,(i, I) = &S,(i) - 
3[nb log log ,]I’2 i 
8nb c wu12 P-J * 
j=l 
Then (3.14) follows from (3.12), (3.13), and the fact that H,(i, t) is a 
monotonic function of n. While (3.15) can be proved by taking 
c, = (n/log n)‘j2, and following a similar argument as that used in Huang 
[8, Lemma 11. 1 
We now introduce the function 
V,(n) A 
IK 
i fin& + yZ 
j=l 1 
-(“2) i JnwJ+, 2, c f- 11 y>O, l<i<n,n>l. 
J=l (3.16) 
This function is obviously a natural extension of the standard stochastic 
Lyapunov function frequently used in the literature (e.g., [ 15, 19, 10, l] ), 
Hence we may call it a “double array stochastic Lyapunov function.” 
LEMMA 3.6. Let { wi} and {xi,, 1 i i< n}, n > 1, be any p- andp,-dimen- 
sional random sequences, respectively. Then the “Lyapunov function” defined 
by (3.16) has the properties 
(4 vn(n)6Cysl llwj+1112~Vn~1. 
(ii) V,(n) = O(p,log+~,,,(M,,)) + o({cp(n+l)logn}2+” + 
o( {p,log[e + IZma,(M,,)]}(1’2)+E[log1 +‘n] (p2(n + l)), VE > 0, provided that 
{fin} and {w,,} satisfy conditions in Lemma 3.4. 
(iii) 
V,(n) = m1n nn 
i 
0 
( 
A :M ) ~zvb~oglognl) if pn = O(log”n), a > 0 
0 
( 
1 tM ) {p,n610gn)) if P,=O(n) 
nun nn 
provided that fi, = [xi, xf- 1, . . . . x:-Jr, and that {xi} and { wi} satisfy 
conditions in Lemma 3.5, where M,, is defined as in (3.10). 
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Proof. By (3.10) and the matrix inverse formula it is clear that 
iv; = M(;I’)n -b,i-l,.~,‘l,.f,,fi:,~,‘l,.~ 
1)n P (1 +fiY(&,.fixl~ 
(3.17) 
b,i- 
hence by denoting 
Si(n)= i finwj+l, S,(n) = 0, l<i<n, 
j=l 
we see that (omitting the dependence on n of the variables) for any 
l<i<PZ, 
tr{SfM;‘Si} 
=tr{(S,-1 +fiW~+1)7[MlY11-bip, MiL1lfiff MIY1l](Si-l +-fiWF+l)} 
=tr{Si-, M,‘, Si-I} +2b~-~~f+,Sf~,M~~‘~f, 
-bi-1 II~~~~~~~1~fiI12+b~~~f~~~~1~~Ilw~+,~~2 
and then summing up from 1 to n, 
V,(n)<tr{S;M;‘S,) 
i=l 
+bi-~f~~~~~‘~fiII~~+~ll’>~ (3.18) 
Hence conclusion (i) follows by noting 21 w:+ lS~-,M,~llfil < 
IIS~-1M,:‘I~il12+ llwif1112 and the definition of biel. To prove (ii), we 
apply Lemma 3.3 by chasing 6 E (f, 1) such that a(6) -C 2 + E, to estimate 
the first term on the RHS of (3.18), 
The third term on the RHS of (3.18) can be estimated by using Lemma 
3.4, since (3.17) implies b,_ rf,? M,:‘, fi =f;M,:’ fi. Hence conclusion (ii) 
follows from (3.18), (3.19), and Lemma 3.4. While conclusion (iii) may be 
directly deduced from Lemma 3.5, since it means 
WPnnb 1% 1% n>) 
ll~,~~~~+‘~~*={O(ip.n”logn)) 
ifp, = O(log”n), a > 0 
ifp, = O(n). 
Hence the proof of Lemma 3.6 is completed. 1 
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
We are now in a position to prove the results listed in Section 2. 
Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Let us denote 
G,(z) 4 C&r(z), &(z)l, A,(z) = I- 2 /liZi, B,(z) = 2 B;z’. 
i= 1 *=I 
Then by (1.7), (1.8), (2.1), (2.4)-(2.6), and (2.11), we know that 
ll~,(z, - G(z)11 ‘, G 2 II~,(z) - G,(z)ll’, f 2 IlG,(z) - W)ll’, 
G2 f IICAi(n)-Ai, Bi(n)-BilII 2+2 
i 
f (llAill + llBill) 
2 
i=l I i i=p,+ 1 I 
< 2p, tr 
i 
2 [Ai - Ai, B,(n) - Bi][Ai(n) -Ai, B,(n) - BJ’ + 46, 
i=l 
= 2p, tr{ [0(n) - B(n)]‘[B(n) - e(n)]} + 46, 
=2mp, Ilfi(n)-O(n)ll’+46,. (4.1) 
Set 
(4.2) 
then by (1.4), (2.1k(2.3), and (2.12), 
Il&+wal’ 
II 
n-1 --I n-1 
1 i Ill 2 = C 4itn) 41fn)+Y1 i=O iTo 4itn)CYi+ 1 -dFtn) e(n)l -Yetn) 
II 
n-1 
= C 4itn) 4:tn) + Yz 
i=O 1 { -’ 1:: 4i(n)Cw:+ 1 + &Xn)l - ?W)}~~2 
~~{~~[‘~1m,(.),:(~)+rz]-‘“~~~m,(~)w~+~~~2 
Ill,” i=O 
ll[ 
n-1 
1 
-l/2 n-1 
+ 1 4i(n)4T(n)+Yz iFo di(n)E;(n) 2+ O(l) /I I . (4.3) i=O
Now for the second term on the RHS of (4.3) we may first apply Lemma 
3.6(i) and then apply the Schwarz inequality; thus under (2.10), (2.1 l), and 
(4.2), 
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il[ 
n-1 
1 
-1/2npI 
i;. #An) 4:tn) + Yz ;To 4iCn) &fln) 
I/ i=O 
n-1 
G2 1 f llAjII f IIAjII IIYi-j+Il12 
i i=O j=p,+l j=p.+ 1 
f f llB,II f lIBjII II”i-j+Il12 
J=Pnfl j=p.+ 1 i 
G2(jzF+I l!A,I)‘:~~ IIYi/12 
+2(j=F+I llBjll)*:~~ lIUil12~26nrn. (4.4) 
As for the first term on the RHS of (4.3) we may use Lemma 3.6(ii) and 
(iii) to estimate it. Hence Theorem 2.2 follows directly from (4.1), (4.3), 
(4.4), and Lemma 3.6(iii). While to conclude Theorem 2.1 from Lemma 
3.6 (ii), we need only to note that by (1.4), (2.7), (2.10), and the Schwarz 
inequality (A, P Z, B, P 0), 
O#FzIllL t :f’ IlWil12<~~Ill $ nf’ {f (llAj.Y&jll + llBjui-jll)}‘ 
1=0 1=0 j=O 
6 2 
i 
f ( llAJ II + llBj II ) 2 lim id r,ln, 
j=O I n--+cc 
and then that 
n-1 
lois+ Lx iFo ii(n)d;(n)+Y1 =~(log+{p,~,+p,})=~(log~,), a.s. 
i 
Hence the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is completed. 1 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 2.3. For this, we need to prove 
several lemmas first. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let h(z), 1 d i<p, be analytic functions expanded as 
fi(Z) = f fl” zi, l<i<p, 
j=O 
and let the product of fi(i) be expanded as 
fj fJz)= f CiZ’. 
i= 1 j=O 
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Then, 
0) CJZo Ifi”’ < ~0, IGiQp, implies that Cim_n lcjl = 
O(Ci”, [n/2Pf] - 1 CT=, I &@‘I 1; 
(ii) ~,FY,jrIf~i’l <co, ra0, 1 <i<p, implies that ~,&j’ lcjl < co. 
ProoJ (i) Let us first consider the case of p = 2. In this case, 
(4.5) 
and then 
j=O 
f ICil d f i Ifj’“l IfpI =,go Jn If;“‘1 Ifi’?J +,Ijzj Ifi”‘1 I$?\.l 
i=n i=n j-0 - 
<yl Ifi’” f  Ifi’“\/ + f :  Ifi’l’l f  If/?;1 +o(i: l$‘l) 
j=O i=n i= C43 i=n j=n 
~q~,2,1f1211)+~(j=~,2,1n1’l)+q t If;“‘l). 
j=n 
Thus 
f  (Cil=O 2 (If/l’, + lfj”I) .  
i=n ( i= [n/23 > 
This proves the case of p = 2. The general p > 2 case can be proved by 
induction via the above relationship. 
(ii) By induction we need only to prove the case of p = 2. Note that 
i’< 2’{ (i-j)‘+j’}, Viaj> 0; we have by (4.5), 
ifoir lcil < f 2’((i-j)‘+j’} i Ifi”‘1 If;‘!\1 
i=O j=O 
<2r f f {(i-j)‘+j’)(fi’l)( If,‘!‘,1 
j=O i=j 
=2’ f If,/ f (i-j)‘lA’_)il+2’ f f If/“‘/ f If!!>1 
j=O j=j j=O j=j 
=2’ ,gol& I 1 If~2’I+2’(~j’Ifl”l) g lfi’2’l<~. I 
(.m (“)jyOzr j=O i=O 
For any x, E R(” + ‘)A with 
lb, II = 1, vn> 1, (4.6) 
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let us write it in its component form 
with vjoT = R”, a!” E R’, and introduce the vector complex function 
Pn- 1 
H,(z) P 1 {cp [Adj A(z)] [B(z), Z] + /?r” [det A(z) I,, 0)) zi (4.8) 
i=O 
p f [hjllh, g;“] zi. (4.9) 
i=o 
Obviously, hy) and g!’ are functions of x,. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 and the denotation 
(4.6)-(4.9), 
ProoJ: Denote 
det A(z) = f ai zi, Adj A(z) = f A,zi, 
i=O i=O 
[Adj A(z)] B(z) = f Bizi; 
i= 1 
(4.10) 
then by Lemma 4.1 (ii) and (2.25) it is easy to convince oneself that 
;Zoi (1’2)+d(lJAill + IIBill + Iail& 00. (4.11) 
Note that by (4.8)-(4.10), 
Pn- 1 
iFo {af”CAdj A(z)] B(z) + /?jf”[det A(z)]} zi = f hy)’ zi, (4.12) 
i=O 
Pn- 1 
c af”‘[Adj A(z)] z’ = f gy” z’ (4.13) 
which imply that 
I=0 i=O 
gi" = i a:)* diei, Vi>,O, 
j=O 
(4.14) 
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where by definition LY~)~ =O, /IF’* = 0, Vi>p,, n 2 1. Therefore by (4.6), 
(4.7 ), 
<2 f  {‘g’ (IlalJ”l12+ llP~)/l*))i”r’ (JIBi-,l12+ l”i-j12)) 
i=*p, j=O j=O 
=2 ~ ‘“~I (J(Bi_jJI’+ lUi~j~2)~2pn~1 ~ (llBill*+ lUil*) 
i=2p, j=O j=O i=p.+l 
=@?I 
1 
f (II&/I +b;l) 2. 
i=pn+ 1 I 
Consequently, by (4.11) we know that as n --+co, 
SUP p”“,zpn Ilh~‘l12<2{ C id+‘1’2)(l(BiII +lUil)} --4O. 
II~nlI = 1 i=p,+ I 
Similarly, 
SUP py f IIgf’ll* --+ 0, 
lI.hll = 1 i=2p. 
as n ---3 co. 
Hence, for this lemma it suffices to show that 
~!Illfylf,p~d f (11~~‘112+ lldY12)~o~ a*s. (4.15) n i=O 
If (4.15) were not true, we would find a set D with P(D)>O, and a 
subsequence of {n} (without loss of generality assume this sequence is also 
{n}), such that 
py i;. (llq’ll 2 + II SF’ II ‘) ---a V’~eD,asn---*co. (4.16) 
Now, substituting (4.13) into (4.12) we see that 
Pn- 1 
iTo j?:)’ z’[det A(z)] = f [hr” -g$“B(z)] zi, 
i=O 
(4.17) 
and noting [Adj A(z)] A(z) = [det A(z)] Z, we have by (4.13), 
Pn- 1 
c 
a!)* .z’[det A(z)] = f gc” z’A(z). (4.18) 
i=O i=O 
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Let ej’l, i = 1, . . . . S, j2 4 -1, 8i~ [0, 27~1, be distinct zeros of det ,4(z) on 
the unit circle IzI = 1, and let their multiplicities be dr, . . . . d,. Then we have 
d=max{d,, . . . . d,s}, and 
&t A(eje) =f(eje)(&e - &“~)~l . . . (eje - eies) ds, f(eje) # 0,8 E [0,2n]. 
(4.19) 
Without loss of generality assume that 
0,&0d,<8,< . . . -c~,c~&I,+~. (4.20) 
Then it is easy to convince oneself from (4.19) that there exists a constant 
c1 > 0 such that 
min min ldet A(eje)12 3 c,E”, (4.21) 
(~E[o,s]J (et[ek+E,ek+i-&]) 
holds for all appropriately small s > 0. 
Thus, by (4.18) and (4.21) it follows that for any small s>O (j’& -l), 
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Consequently, it follows from (4.16) that 
Pn- 1 
lim sup 1 Ilcr!‘l12 < (s + 1) E/Z, V’OED 
n---m i=O 
and hence the arbitrariness of E yields 
Pn- 1 
lim sup C 11~:’ 1) 2= 0, VOED. 
n---m i=O 
(4.22) 
Similarly, by (4.16), (4.17), and (4.21), it can be shown that 
lim sup C llp~‘~12 = 0, VCIJED. (4.23) 
n--+CE i=O 
Finally, combining (4.6) (4.7), (4.22), and (4.23) we get the contradiction 
Pn- 1 
1 = llxJ2= 1 (I(a$) Ip:‘II)-----+ 0, VW E D. (4.24) 
i=O 
n---CC 
Hence, the assertion (4.15) holds. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. With hy’ and gff’ defined by (4.9), 
1:: ii!Tp Ch!!” ui-j+g~” wi-j]}2=O(d”r~), as., 
n 
where 8: and r: are given by (2.28) and (2.27), respectively. 
ProoJ: By (4.10), (4.14), and Lemma 4.1(i) it follows that 
i=2p. J=o i=2p. j=O i=p. 
= 0 [p,]“’ f (4.25) 
i= cp./2mi - 1 
and similarly, 
f lIg?lI =o CPnY2 (4.26) 
i=2p. 
Hence, by (4.26) and the Schwarz inequality, 
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n’f1 { 
i=O 
f’ ,;” uimj}2 
J=2Pn 
n-1 cc 
6 C C Ilh!/‘II f IIh~‘II IIui-jl12 
i=O j=2p, i=h 
G{j-ii,. ll”!!‘llj’:~; II~il12 
=o Pn 
( 
i=,p~m,e, CllAill + llBill12:~~ Il”il12)=0(6~r~~FI 
Similarly, by (4.25), 
“f’ { f g?” WipJ}’ = O(Sjl r;,. 
i=O j=2p. 
Finally, the desired result follows from (4.27) and (4.28). 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let us define, under (2.2) and (4.10), 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
Then we have 
hnin { nC’ Il/itn) $:Cnl} = ,,-$L, :E’ Cxr$i(n)12 
i=O t-0 
= inf nC1 [ f Q~x~#,,(~)]~ 
Il.4 = 1 i-0 j=o 
<(Jo l”,l) ,l$L, ziTo l”jl[xr~i-i(n)12 
G f lajl ( ) 
2 n-1 
inf 1 [x’~$~(n)]’ 
j=O llxll=l ;=o 
d f lajl 2 nmin(n). 
( > 
(4.30) 
j=O 
Multiplying zi Adj ,4(z) on both sides of (1.4) and noting (1.7), we see 
that 
[det A(z)] y,-i=zi[Adj A(z)] B(z) u,+z’[Adj A(z)]w,, VibO, n>O. 
(4.31) 
Now let x ” E R(mf’)Pn be the unit eigenvector corresponding to the mini- 
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mum eigenvalue of the matrix CT:,’ $Jn) $;(a), and let x, be written as 
(4.7), and II:’ and gi’ be defined via (4.9). Then similar to the finite order 
ARMAX case (e.g., [2, pp. 863-864]), it is easy to see from (2.2), 
(4.7)(4.9), (4.29), and (4.31) that 
Consequently, by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, and the elementary inequality 
(x + y)* > 1 x2 - y2, we know that 
>;;f’ {2pg’ [n~‘T.r-j+g”“~i-j,}2 
1=0 j=O 
3 C2 PIZd nLin(n) + O(‘jj rjj)9 as. as n -----) co, 
where c2 > 0 is a constant. 
Finally, combining the above inequality with (4.30), we see that the 
assertion of Theorem 2.3 holds with co = c,/(C~O=~ (ai I)2 > 0. I 
We now give the proof of Example 2.1 stated in Section 2. 
Proof of Example 2.1. By Lemma 3.5 we know that 
1~~~‘, lyf:n 11~~~ wi-xu:,!) =O({bb log n}1’2), a.s. (4.32) 
a.s. (4.33) 
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and by (2.17) and (2.30) it is not difficult to see that for some random 
constant c,., 
lim inf min Amin 
n---cc O<j<p, 
it;31 Wi-jW:i)>Cx>O, a.s. (4.34) 
L=O 
Then for any vector [a7,/3’]‘with llall*+ Ilpj12= 1 anda [a~,a~,...,a~p~-,l’ 
E R2’pn, p&[&,/l;, . . . . fl;p,-l]‘~ R*“““, we have by (2.23), (2.33), 2.34), 
and (4.32)-(4.34), 
Car, PI 1 4%) 434W, PI’ 
i=O 
n-1 H-1 
= a’ C d:(n) 4!‘(n) a + 2a’ 1 dl(n)[w:, . . . . w:-2pn+ ,I P 
i=O i=O 
2P” ~ 1 n-1 2p. - 2 2p. - I n-1 
+ C flJ C Wi-jWFpjbj+2 1 C fli 1 WiG*Wf-,P, 
j=O i=o r=o s=l+l i=O 
21;,,(n) Il~l12+~~p,{~b~og~}1’2~+~,~~ IIPII’ 
+0((.10g}1’2~~01 IPjlr) 
2 min{ 1, c,} min{n, AL,(n)} + O(p,{nb log n}“*). 
This proves the assertion (2.32). In a similar way, it can be shown that 
under (2.35)-(2.38), there is a random constant c, > 0 such that 
i 
n-l 
Amin 1 d:(n) d!‘(n) >C,n+ O(n), 
i=O I 
a.s. 
which in conjunction with (2.32) yields (2.39). Hence the proof is 
completed. i 
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